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Tonight’s Topics
1. Why do we need to control changes?
2. Type of Changes
3. Types of Suppliers
4. Communication of Requirements
5. Change Control Objectives
6. Change Control Approaches
7. Experiences (i.e., Horror Stories)
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Why Control Changes?
• Strong emphasis in several industries
– Aerospace, Defense, Automotive, Semiconductor,
Medical, Nuclear, etc.
– Customers often direct a level of control (i.e.,
notification and/or approval)

• Required by various QMS standards
– ISO9001, AS9100, IATF16949, ISO13485, and others
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Why Control Changes?
• Quality problems arise as a result of a “change”
– Often times, the change originates at a Supplier or
sub-tier Supplier
– Too often these changes are unknown and not
communicated
– Unexpected changes can cause disruption at later
processing regarding fit, assembly, compatibility,
appearance, or confusion among operators/
assemblers.

• Depending upon what changed, the aerospace/
defense industry may classify it as “counterfeit”.
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Why Control Changes?
• AS9100 para.8.3.6. The organization shall implement a process
with criteria for notifying its customer, prior to implementation, about
changes that affect customer requirements.

• AS9100 para 8.4.3. The organization shall communicate to
external providers its requirements for… k. the need to… - notify the
organization of changes to processes, products, or services,
including changes of their external providers or location of
manufacture, and obtain the organization’s approval.

• AS9100 para 8.5.1.3. The organization shall use a
representative item from the first production run…to verify that the
production processes…are able to produce parts and assemblies
that meet requirements. This activity shall be repeated when
changes occur that invalidate the original results…can be referred to
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as First Article Inspection. (Refers to AS9102)

Types of Changes
• Sub-tier Supplier change (new supplier of
process change).
• Equipment or operational (new facility) relocation.
• New/revised process (outside of previously
approved conditions);
• An “improvement” to an existing process.
• New equipment (even if same as previously used)
• Major equipment/tooling repair or refurbishment.
• New ownership or merger.
• New management - executive, quality, or
operational.
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• New measurement system or technique.

Types of Suppliers
• Direct material/OEM (resin, parts, etc)
– Customer maintains design control
– Supplier has design control (This can include
“off-the-shelf” item, a.k.a. COTS)
• Services (heat treat, plating, painting, etc)
• Distributors
– Often the most difficult to control (higher risk)
– Challenges exist in:
✓ their ability to control sub-tier suppliers
✓ the acceptance of their responsibility
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Communication of Requirements

Methods.
•
•
•
•
•

Contracts
PO Terms & Conditions
Vendor Manuals
Specific Quality/Contract Clauses
Pre-arranged Supplier Agreements
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Communication of Requirements

Details.
• Notification requirements (timing, method, and
contact)
• Approval requirements
- Don’t allow “auto-approval” based on time
elapsing
- May include providing samples for testing
(define quantity)

• Fines/Chargebacks
- Focus on non-compliance rather than damages
to avoid conflicts with Supplier T&C’s
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Change Control Objectives
• Communication and full understanding by all
parties
– Documented history

• Minimize risk
– Avoid unintended downstream impacts

• Ensure Quality of product is maintained
– Testing and validation efforts
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Change Control Objectives
• Consistent (or improved) performance at
Customer
– Means testing (t-test) to confirm statistically
equivalent
• A change in mean (shift) can significantly impact
Customer even is still “in spec” and may be
unacceptable
– Variation testing (F-test) to confirm statistically
equivalent of better
• Lower variation is always good
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Change Control Approaches
• Communication and full understanding of all parties
– Documented history

• Minimize risk
– Avoid unintended downstream impacts

• Ensure Quality of product is maintained
– Testing and validation efforts

• Consistent (or improved) performance at Customer
– Means testing (t-test) to confirm statistically equivalent
✓ A change in mean (shift) can significantly impact Customer
even is still “in spec” and may be unacceptable
– Variation testing (F-test) to confirm statistically equivalent
of better
✓Lower variation is always good
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Change Control Approaches
Minimum:
• Meets spec per drawings/product specs
- Cpk >= X (key/critical characteristics)

✓ 1.67 for short-term studies
✓ 1.33 for long-term studies
-

Updated FMEA (design and/or process)
MSA / GR&R
Updated Control Plan
Training Verification/Certification (for process changes)
Revised Documentation (for process or recipe change)
Validation/Qualification Testing (Supplier + Customer)
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Change Control Approaches

Preferred/Advanced:
• Same or Better (more challenging, but less
risk)
- All of “meets spec” approach plus:
- SPC (key/critical characteristics)
- T-test for means (key/critical characteristics
at a minimum)
- F-test for variance
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Why Do Suppliers Miss?
• They do not understand the requirement, its
purpose, or it applicability.
• They do not understand what constitutes a
change.
• Not included in the RFQ / RFP.
• Emphasis on cost.
• Emphasis on supplier programs/project (e.g., 5S,
Lean, Cost Reduction, etc).
• New personnel - management or process team.
• Lack of communication or implementation
through the QMS; i.e., lack of or poor flowdown.
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Case Studies
(a.k.a., Horror Stories)

• Mack Trucks hood resin.
• Circumstances leading to the Fastener Quality
Act.
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Methods to Ensure
• Clear definition of “what is a change?”
• Appropriate “no change” clause is written into
applicable documentation (at RFQ and Order).
• Provide a defined process on how suppliers shall
submit requests for changes.
• Provide a defined internal process for receipt,
review, approval/disapproval, and response.
• Provide training to the supplier on the submittal
and approval process.
• Require documented statement on the CoC.
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Methods to Enforce
• Review supplier’s process for changes during
pre-award and post award review.
• Perform audits of supplier’s processing at an
appropriate frequency.
• Perform random/periodic inspection and/or
testing.
- If necessary, perform on an unannounced
basis. e.g., Underwriter’s Laboratories.
• Require a periodic re-FAI or PPAP submission.
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Wrap Up
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many industries and customers have defined requirements
regarding controlling changes in materials and processes.
Unexpected changes can cause disruptions and even
shutdowns of production.
All levels of the supply chain may be affected by the need
to control changes and prevent unexpected changes.
Definition of change types and communication of
requirements are key to implementing this control.
Must ensure that supplier understands their responsibility.
Need to implement a system to document change
submissions and record approval/disapproval response.
Follow-up activities, including audits and inspections,
ensure continued compliance to requirements.
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Any More Questions?

Contact:
Matt DeVito
ASQ Programs Co-Chair
Phone:
Email:

Ron Gryniewicz
ASQ Education Chair
Phone: 215-815-2074
Email: asq-tuc-edu@verizon.net
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